THE
OREGONAPPROACH TO HEALTH CARE:
ITS APPLICABILITY TO CANADA
Agnes M.F.Wong
INTRODUCTION
Faced with limited resources and spiralling health care costs in recent years, the
Canadian health care system has been under stress. Eliminating coverage of some
services, especially those which do not provide sufficient benefits to justify their
costs, has been suggested as a means to curtail health care costs. How should this be
done? The Oregon health "rationing" plan may shed light on this issue.
This paper evaluates the applicability of the Oregon approach in the Canadian
context; it makes no attempt to evaluate the applicability of the plan in Oregon. The
Oregon plan and the methodology used are first described to provide a framework
for analysis. Its applicability in Canada is then assessed in three aspects: its feasibility, its potential merits and its limitations. It is argued that the Oregon approach, in
principle, should enable systematic decision making regarding the allocation of
health care resources; however, due to the lack of adequate information on costs and
clinical benefits, and the implications of excluding services from coverage, the
applicability of the Oregon approach in Canada is quite limited at the present tune.
THE OREGON APPROACH

An Overview
The Oregon Health Plan applies only to Medicaid, a joint federal/state program
that provides health care to specific categories of poor people. The plan is essentially
a response to two problems in Oregon: the growing number of people unable to
afford health care and rising health care costs. Oregon's solution to these problems
is to expand Medicaid to cover more impoverished people in Oregon, and to control
expenditures, in part, by limiting the number of services covered.
To control costs, a so-called "standard benefit package" was introduced. As part
of the package, all new and current Medicaid recipients will be entitled to a
diagnosis. Coverage for a particular treahnent, on the other hand, will depend on its
inclusion in the package. To determine treatment coverage, the Oregon Health
Services Commission (OHSC)was established in 1989. It was composed of five
physicians, a public nurse, a social worker, and four laypersons, one of whom was
the chairperson. It was mandated to develop a priority list by ranking medical
services, based on their clinical effectiveness, the social valuation of the health
benefits they produced, and their costs.
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Budget for fiscal year X = $190 rnillion
Therefore, selviccs A, B and C w o i ~ l dbe covcred, but not selvice D.
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Figure 1. A hypothetical mc~delfor the Oregon process.

Every fiscal year, the priority list is s~tbnlittedto the state legislature, along with
actuarial estimates of the total cost of dcliveru~geach trcatinent service to the
Medicaid population. The legislature then deterinines the total funds available for
Medicaid for that vear. Allocated funds are then avulied seuuci~tiallvto the scrvices

be covered under Medicaid.
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The cost per unit service, and the number of units of servicc the Medicaid population
needed, are estimated and are sl~own111columns 3 and 4, respectively. I3y inultiplying the cost-per unit service by the number of units of service needed (that is, coluil-un
3 x coluilm 4), the total cost for delivering each service (column 5) is calculated. The

million, and by applying this ainount sequentially to the ranlted list of services, it can
be seen from column 6 that services A, I3 and C would be includecl in the standal-d
benefit vacltare, but not service D.
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covered (Pear, 1993).Services that will be covered include trcatillent for severe head
injury, treatment for insulin-depci~dentdiabetes, appendectomy, therapy for Parlti~~soii's
disease, and so forth. Services that will be excluded fro111 coverage include
liver transplai~tsfor liver cancer, nutritional counselling for obesity, fertility services, and medical treatments for coinmon cold, cl~ronicback pain, infectious moi~o-

to relative]; few patients (Pear, 1993).
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171e Prioritization Process - Tlie Illilia1 Approach
To derive the priority list, the OIHSC first defined inedical conditions and trcatinents, by using codes from tl~elrztcri~ntiorznl
Class$icatioizof Discuses, I~lluries,nrzd Ca~lses
of Death, Ni~ztlzRevision (ICD-9) and the Czn.r.ent ~rocedurulTerrrrinology, Forlrtlz Edition
(CPT-4), respectively. The OHSC next dcflned a "service" as a particular treatment
applied to a particular co~~ditioi~,
for example, medical tl~erapyfor acute myocardial
infarction. III this way, approximately 1,600 services (condition/ treatment pairs) were
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FORMULA (1)

Cost-utility=

AS!
unlstenrclel
Expected net annual utility gain (ENAUG) x Duration of benefit (years)
FORMULA (2)
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Expected net annual utility gain (ENAUG)= Z U,x A P,
1

where U,= utility value for health state
AP;= change in probability of health state before
and after treatment
Figure 2. Formulas used in the cost-utility approach.

created for ranking. It should be noted that mental health and chemical dependency
services were not included in this prioritization process; however, they will be

To rank services, the OHSC initially used a cost-utility approach. As shown in
Figure 2, the cost-utility of a service is calculated by using formula (1)- dividing

The cost per unit service, and the total cost of delivering each service to the

!

To estimate the expected net annual utility gain (ENAUG) of a service, four basic
steps were taken. First, 29 health states were developed, based on a modification of
the Quality of Well-Being Scale of Kaplan and Anderson (1988). These 29 health
states included impairment in physical activity, mobility, social activity and other

after treatment, and the expected duration of benefit. The panels based their

adding (Ui x APi) across the 31 health states.

3 represent physicians' assessment of the probability of each health state, with and
without treatment, respectively. The change in probability of each health state
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(6 f u n c t i o n a l i m p a i r m e n t s a n d 23 m a j o r symptoms)
6 FUNCTIONAL IMPAIRMENTS
Mobility:
MOUl-In Ilospital, health related
MOB2-did not drive a car, Iiealth related; did not ride inn car as usual forage ( y o ~ ~ n gthan
c r 15 years
nr?&r, d ~ not
d use p u b l ~ ctransportation; or had or would have used Inore help than usual forage tc) u>
public t m ~ ~ s p o s t a t ~health
o n , related
Physical Activity:
PAC1-In bed, chair or couch for most of or all of the day; or in wheelcl~air,did not inove or conlrol 111
movement of wheelchair without the lielp from someone else, health related
PAC2-In wheelcliair, moved or controlled movement of wheelchair wilhoul lielp from someone els,
or had trouble or did not try ttr lift, stoop, bend over or use stairs or inclinrs; NII~/OI.,
limped, used a cans
c ~ ~ r t c h or
e s walker; n?~ci/or~,
had any other pllysical limitation in walk~ng,or did not Iry lo wallc as far i

Social Activity:
SAC1-Performed
no major role activity nr~ddid not perform ol. ]lad ~ O I -hclp
e than usual I
performance of one or Inore self-care activity, health related
SAC2-Limited in major or other role (I-ecreational)nclivily, or perlorlned no majoc role activity, b~
did not erlorln self;c?re activit llealtll related
23 MAJOR SYMPTOMS
1. Loss of coi~sciol~sness
such as seizure, fainting or coma
2. Durns over large areas of face, bocly, arms or legs
al
not ~ncluclcnorm
3. Pain, bleed~ng,itching or discharge (drainage from s e x ~ ~ organs-tloes
menslrual bleeding)
4. Trouble learning, remembering or thinlting clearly
5. Any combination of one or more hands, feet, arms or legs cilher missing, defo~,med,paralyzed (
broken-incl~tdes wearing artificial limbs or braces
6. Pain, stiffness, wealc~iess,numbness or other tiiscornfort rn chesl, slomacli (including 1ie1-nia(
rupture), side, neck, baclt, hips, or any joints or hands, feet, arms or Irp
7. Pain, burning, bleeding, itching 01.other difficulty wit11 rectum, bowel movements or urination
8. Sick or upsel stolnach, vomiting or loose bowel ~novement,with or witliout fever, cllills or aching a
over
9. General tiredness, wealuless or weight loss
10. Coughing, wheezing or sliortness of breath, with or williout lever, chills 01,aching all over
11. Spells of feeling upset, being depl.essed or of crying
12. Headache, ordizziness, or ringing in ears, or spells of feeling hot, or nervous, or shaky
13. Burning or itching rash on large areas of face, botiy, arms or legs
14. Trouble talking, such as Ilsp, sluttering, hoarseness or belt~gunable to spealc
15. Pain or discomfort in one or both eyes ( s ~ ~ cas
l i l~urning01. ilcliing) or any trouble seeing aftt
correction
16. Overweight forageand h e ~ g horsltindefectof
t
face, body, arlns r~rlegssuclla s s c a ~ ~ s , p ~ n ~wart
ples,
bruises or changes in colour
17. Pain in ear, looth, jaw, throat, lips, tongue; several missing or croolted permanent teeth- ~ncludilwearing bridges or false teeth; stuffy rululy nose; or any trouble hearing- incl~ldeswenri~lga hearir
aid
18. Taking medication or staying 011 a prescribed diet for health
19. Wore eyeglasses or contact lenses
20. Has trouble falling asleep or staying asleep
21. Has trouble with sexual interest or performance
22. Is often worried
23. Has tl.ouble with the use of dru s oralcol~ol
brce:
O re on Health Services Co~nmission,1991.
- -.

.

Figure 3. Calc\~lationof expected net annual utility gain (ENAUG) for medical therapy for acute
~nyocardialinlarction (Oregon I Ieallh Sel.viccs Commission, 1991).

before and after treatment was calculated and shown in column 4. The utility values
derived from the telephone survey were shown in column 5. The expected utility
gain resulting from treatment for eac11 health state was then calculated by multiplying the utility value (U,)by the change in probability before and alter treatment (AI-'i)
for each healt11 state (that is, column 4 column 5), as indicated in column 6. Finally,
by adding expected utility gain (column 6) across 11ealtl1 states, the expected net
annual utility gain (GNAUG) of medical therapy lor acute MI was estimated to be
0.1682 (Oregon Health Services Commission, 1991).
The cost-utility ratio for each service was then calculated, based on t l ~ ecost
estimates, the expected net annual utility gain (GNAUG)and the expected duration
of benefit, using formula (1) shown previously in Figure 2. The 1,600 services were
subsequently ranlted in order of their cost-utility ratios in the priority list.
Tlre Al-lernnte Approach -Elin~il~ntiolr
of Cost Coirsiderntion
The most visible fact about the Oregon method is that it was cl~angedin
midstream. Although the foregoing is the Oregon process in principle, it was
replaced by anotl~ermethod. This was due to theobservation that a draft priority list
derived by the cost-utility approach was widely criticized by both commission
members and outside reviewers as being clinically counter-intuitive, assigning
higher priorities to some services that were considered clinically less important tl~an
some lower-ranlted services. For example, dental caps for dental exposure were
assigned higher priority than salpingectomy or salp~~goopl~orectomy
for ectopic
pregnancy (Eddy, 199la), and splints for te~nporomandibularjoint disorder were
ranlted higher than appendectomy for acute appendicitis (Hadorn, 1991).
Stung by this controversy, the OHSC identified two major problematic areas: that
the cost estimates were incomplete or inaccurate, and that the initial approach failed
to give high priority to certain types of services, especially life-saving ones.

In response, the 01-ISCadopted a different method to rank services. The cost-utility
approach was replaced by a five-step procedure. Essentially, this procedure involved
first assigning l1ig11 priorities to certain mtegorics of services, so as to ensure that
life-saving treatments would receive high priorities. Witlli1.l each category, services
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were ranlced according to their expectcd net aimual utility gain (GNAUC;) only, such
that costs were not systematically considcrcd in the ranling (Hadorn, 1991).
Formally, the OI-ISC first developed 17 broad categories of services, based 011 the
nature of the underlying health coi~ditionsand, in a general way, on the most likely
outcolne of therapy. A modification of Hadom's (1991) categorization of health
services was used. These 17 broad categories included preventive scrvices, treatlnent for acute conditions, treatment for cl~ronicconditions, palliative care, infertility services, and so forth, and they are shown UI Table 2. In addition, the original
1,600 services were trimmed down to 709, by further regroupjng t11e ICD-9 and
CPT-4 codes (Eddy, 1991a).
Next, three ilnportant attributes of 11ealtl1 care services were identified, based on
opinions and values expressed ill commui~itymeetings and public hearh~gsthat
were held earlier in Oregon. These three attributes were: (1) the importance of a
service to an individual, (2) the importance of a service to society, and (3)whether a
service was basic or essential to a health care plan.
Using these tl~reeattributes, the OHSC co~umissionersthen ranked the 17 broad
categories of services. Each colnmissioner was asked to give a score of 1 to 10 to each
of the three attributes for each service category and tlwn multiplied this score by L11e
relative weight given to the respective attribute (also given by the commissioners).
T11e silin of the three weighted ratings for each category by each commissioner
served as the basis for ranlting. A final rai~kingof the 1711ealth service categories was
rcacl~edby using a modified Delphi teclmique and is shown UI Table 2.
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As a final step, the 01-ISC cxamined the revised list to identify any remaining
counter-intuitive ral~l<ings.
Changes were made until the commissioners thought
the list was reasonable. Factors considered in this final "hand-tunil~g"ii~cluded:the
seriousl~essof the conditions, the effectiveness of the treatments, the prevalel~ceof
the conditioi~s,thc importance of the services to the public, the coininiss~onr.rs'ow11
values and the relativc costs of treatments (Eddy, 1991a). Tl~us,costs were fnctol-ed
into the revised priority list to a minor extei~t;l~owevcr,they were considered much
less formally when compared to the initial cost-utility approach. Hadom (1991)
estimated that approxiil~ately33-50% of the services contained in the revised list
were rearranged in this way, wit11 5-10% of services moved Inore thai150 positions
from their original rankings.
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Since Medicaid is a joint federal/state program, Oregon had to receive several
waivers to the federal Medicaid law before it could implement its plan. However,
the plan was rejected by the Bush administratio11 last year because the fedcral
government said it was biased against the disabled. In response, Oregon revised its
plan to take the federal objections into account. A new methodology for prioritization, which differed lroln the initial and the alternate approach described above, was
adopted. In essence, the quality of life measures, as reflected by the 29 health states,
and the ocpected net annual utility gain (ENAUG) of services were abandoned in the
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Next, the colnl~~issioi~ers
assigned cacl~of the 709 services to one of the I 7
catcgories. Within each category, services were ordered according to their expected
net alu~ualutility gain (ENAUG).

The Priorilizatiora Process - Tlie FirznIApproach
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Table 2: The Seventeen Categories of Health Services and Their Final Ranking
ESSENTIAL
1. Acute Fatal conditions where treatment preventsdeath with full recovery -e.g., appendectomy for
acute appendicitis; repair for a deep, open wound in the neck
2. Maternity Care including most newborn disorders (prenatal, perinatal and postpartum) -e.g., care
from conception through the first 28 days of life
3. Acute Fatal Conditions where treatment prevents death without full recovery e.g., treatment for
stroke, severe head injuries; all treatments for bums
4. Preventive Care for Children e.g., immunizations and well-child care
5. Chronic Fatal Conditions where treatment improves lifespan and quality of life- e.g., treatment for
diabetes; treatable cancer of the uterus; asthma; drug therapy for AIDS
6. Reproductive Services excluding maternity and infertilitys e ~ c e s e.g., birth control and sterilization
7. Comfort care e.g., pain management and hospice care for terminally ill
8. Preventive Dental Care, adults and children - e.g., dental examinations; cleaning and fluoride
treatment
9. Proven Effective Preventive Care for Adults - e.g., mammograms; blood pressure screening; Pap
smears
VERY IMPORTANT
10. Acute Non-fatal, treatment causes return to previous health -e.g., non-surgical treatment for acute
thyroiditis; medical treatment for vaginitis
11. Chronic Non-fatal, one-time treatment improves quality of life e.g., hip replacement; corneal
transplants for cataracts; rheumatic fever
12. Acute Non-fatal, treatment without return to previous health-e.g., relocation of dislocated elbow;
repair of cut to cornea
13. Chronic Non-fatal, repetitive treatment improves quality of life - ee.g.,non-surgical treatment for
rheumatoid arthritis; out; mimaine headaches
VALUE TO CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS
14. Acute Non-fatal, treatment speeds recovery -e.g., medical treatment for viral sore throat; diaper
rash
15. Infertility Services e.g., medical treatment for infertility; in-vitro fertilization; artificial insemination
16. Less Effective Preventivecare for Adults- e.g., routinescreening for thosepeople not otherwise at
risk, such as diabetes screening if the person is under 40 year old and not pregnant
17.Fatal or Non-fatal, treatment causes minimal or no improvement in quality of life- e.g., aggressive
treatment for end stages of diseases such as cancer and AIDS
Source: Oregon State Senate, 1992.
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Instead, the number of services to be ranked was first reduced from 709 to 688.
These 688 services were then divided into two categories (instead of the 17 broad
tions. Different methods were used to rank servicesin each category. Treatments for

APPLICABILITY OF THE OREGON APPROACH IN CANADA
To assess the applicability of the Oregon approach in Canada, three important
aspects of the plan would have to be addressed: its technical feasibility, its potential
merits and limitations.
Feasibility of thc Oregorr Approach in Canada
How could t l ~ Oregon
e
plan be applied in the Canadian context? Since healtl~care
falls primarily within provincial jurisdiction, each province would develop its own
version of the Oregon plan. However, the underlying features of each provincial plan
and the metl~odologyused could be similar: a provincial commission would be
established to develop a priority List by radcing 11ealtl-rcare services using a cost-utilit!y
approach. The provincial government would then detelmu~ethe total health care
budget tl~atwould be available for each fiscal year. Subsequently, allocated I u ~ d s
would be applied sequentially to tl~elist - services above the "cutoff" line would be
included, whereas tllose below the h e would not be covered. Finally, provincial
funding-for hospitals and payment for physicians would be adjusted accordingly.
T11e teclu~icalfeasibility of the Oregon approach ~ ICanada
I
would depend, in part,
on whether t l ~ exclusion
e
of services is compatible witl~the Canada Health Act. Under
the Act, "insured health services" are defined as "hospital services, physicim services
and surgical-dental services provided to insured persons." "Hospital services" are
defined as "services provided to in-patients or out-patients at a hospital, if the services
are riledically izecessnr!/," while "p11ysicia11 services" are defined as "tiledically rcquircd
services rendered by inedical practitioners" (italics added).However, the Act does not
specify what constitutes "medically necessary" or "medically required" services. If
they are interpreted to inem all services that are clinically effective regardless of their

Potential Merits oft/tc Orcgoir Approach in Canada
One ol the most noteworthy features of the Oregon plan is its effort to reflect
social values. Through a series of co~nmunitymeetings, public hearings and a
telephone survey, Oregon consulted the public extensively in order to solicit social
values on health care. As Emson (1991) has pointed out in the Caizadia~lMedicnl
Associatiot~lournal, this public process is in contrast to the current practice UI both the
US and Canada, where resource allocation decisions are made implicitly by individual physicia~sa ~ provincial
~ d
authorities on a regular basis, with minimal direct
input from the public (Linton 1990).
Thc fiscal process also provides a mechanism to establish clear accountability. By
requiring a provincial gvverrunent to examine the priority list, to compare the costs
and benefits involved, and to make explicit decisions on what services would be
included
its health plan, the Oregon approach could force the government to
become fully accountable not just for deterinining the overall 11ealt11care budget, but
also for decisions regardhg what services would be excluded froin coverage. This
would be a major departure from the current process and would create substantial
pressure on the "elected representatives" to speak and act for their constitue~~cies.
Therefore, by creating an open, explicit decision-making process, the Oregon
approach should better reflect social values, h principle, it is certainly more
54

(McPherson, 1991). In addition, by providing a forum for public discourse, the
process is an important tool for public education on various health care issues and
on the complexity of allocation decision making.
Another noteworthy feature of the Oregon plan is that it represents the first
large-scale attempt to use a formal, objective, cost-utility criteria (that is, the initial
approach) to guide decision making. It utilizes information on costs, clinical effectiveness and social values, and evaluates medical services based on their cost-utility.
In this way, it allows decision makers to make valid comparisons among alternative
uses of resources and maximize health benefits for each dollar spent.

:

and clinical outcomes.
A cursory review of the cost estimates reveals serious flaws. For example, the cost
of medical treatment for athlete's foot is estimated to be $98.51 - the same cost as
magnetic resonance imaging for pituitary hypofunction and percutaneous translu-

'

:

ischemic attacks, 80% stenosis and a history of stroke, but not for a 50-year-old
asymptomaticman with 20% stenosis (Eddy, 1991b).This lack of specificindication for
treatment inevitably makes any evaluation of clinical benefit crude.
As a result of these technical problems, Oregon abandoned the use of cost-utility

ity is quite limited at the present time.
The debate generated from the initial rankings also reflects some conceptual
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provide the same expected net am~ualutility gain (ENAUG) for a 60-year-old person
as a second service would for a 10-year-old child, t l ~ eservice for the latter would be
ranlced higher because the child would have more years to enjoy the utility gain. In
fact, Oregon's earlier failure to obtain an approval from the Bush administration
was due to the assertion that it discriminated against the disabled. Uecause different
criteria would have very different ethical, economic and political inlplications to
different stal<eholders in ~11esystem, debate is inevitable as to what criteria are
appropriate for determining service availability.
Another problem with the use of the Oregon approach hi Canada relates to the
status of excluded services. Three scenarios would be possible: (1) excluded services
would izot be available at all or; (2) excluded services would be available and paid
for by patients out of their own pocltets or; (3) excluded services would be available
and financed through private insurance.
The first scenario, in wl~ichexcluded services would not be available to anyone,
would be highly improbable. It can be argued that excluded scrviccs which are
ineffective, or which provide benefits that cannot justify their costs, should not be
e place (for example, yearly mammograpl~yfor woinen under the
available in t l ~ first
age of 40). 011the other hand, if excluded services can provide benefits to certain
subgroups of patients (such as patients who have a very strong family history of
breast cancer), then making these services ul~availableeven for those who are
willing to pay for them would be unacceptable.
With regard to the second and third scenarios, an important issue would be the
plan's impact on accessibility, whicll is the underpinning of the Canadian health
care system. Whether excluded services would be financed Lhrough individual
patients paying out-of-pocl<et, or throug11 private L~siwal~ce,
it meails that access
would be influenced by income. This private financing of excluded services could
encourage and even institutionalize a two-tier health care system hl Canada, in
which the rich would be able to obtain out-of-plan services while the poor would
have limited access to these services because of their low ii~come.
The long-term financial implications of private insurance, as were frequently
Once such private
raised in the extra-billing debate, should also be co~~sidered.
insurance exists for medical services, government could be tempted to reduce its
funding for health care and to allow private insurance to expand further. Publicly
funded services might the11 continue only for low-income families, and the quality
of care for the poor might suffer as a result. Besides, Deber (1991) pointed out that a
inarlcet situation with any l<hdof aid for the poor is a poor policy option, because
not only is it politically unacceptable in Canada, but it would also be less efficient
than the current system. This is supported by the observation that, internationally,
mixed public/private systems have been both more costly and less efficient than
purely public ones (Ginzberg, 1989; Himlnelstein and Woolhandler, 1986; McLaclllan and Maynard, 1992).
Another limitation of the Oregon approach relates to the incorporation of new
treatments. Suppose a new treatment has been shown to be very effective, one
would certainly hope that it could be included in the health plan h1 a tin~elyfashion,
especially for conditions that have no lu~owncure or that are rapidly fatal. Although
the Oregon plan requires that the OHSC meet periodically to review the existing
health package, introduction of new services could still be delayed for several years
56
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Another limitation is that the Oregon approach, as currently developed, applies
only to therapeutic services. No assessment is made as to whether the usefulness of
a particular diagnostic procedureltest justifies its costs. Consideration as to the
appropriate level of funding for diagnostic services is also lacking.
Lastly, there is no mechanism that allows for exceptions in individual cases,
should services be perceived as medically necessary. Although a case-by-case
exception could undermine the purpose of prioritizing services, the Oregon approach is admittedly crude. A mechanism would thus have to be devised in order to
accommodate for exceptional cases.

CONCLUSION
The need to control costs is central to the current health care debate. Many
different cost-containing measures have been suggested. The Oregon plan represents one such measure.
Proponents of the plan argue that the open and explicit nature of the process
provides clear public accountability. In addition, by utilizing a specific set of criteria
to evaluate services, the plan also provides a mechanism for making allocation
decisions in a systematic fashion.
Despite these potential merits, the applicability of the Oregon plan in Canada is
limited by three major issues: the lack of adequate information on costs and clinical
benefits, the appropriateness of the use of conventional cost-utility measures, and
the implications of the exclusion of services on equity, accessibility and financing.
'

The controversy that surrounds the initial rankings deserves attention. It highlights a fundamental issue that has to be addressed in any decision-making process
-how much is a society willing to pay and for what benefits? By using a cost-utility
approach, the Oregon plan provides a framework for making comparisons among
alternative uses of resources. It does not, however, resolve conflicts of interests or
values, nor does it provide a simple mechanism for determining what services
should or should not be funded. That remains a political decision. Nevertheless, the
Oregon process does facilitatea public debate over how health care decisions should
be made. In this sense, it is an important first step in developing a rational approach
for making resource allocation decisions.
NOTE
This paper has been funded by thesummer Research Bursary Program of the Faculty of Medicine, McGill
University. The bursary was provided by the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association for Canada's
Health Research Foundation Summer Research Scholarships.
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